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A compact differentiation technique (without using indexes) is developed
for scalar functions that depend on complex matrix arguments which are
combined by operations of complex conjugation, transposition, addition,
multiplication, matrix inversion and taking the direct product.	 The
differentiation apparatus Is developed in order to simplify the
solution of extremum problems of scalar functions of matrix arguments.
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Deputy Director V. M. Balebanov
A compact differentiation technique (without
using indexes) is developed for scalar fi actions
that depend on complex matrix arguments which are
combined by operations of complex conjugation,
transposition, addition, multiplication, matrix
inversion and taking the direct product. The
differentiation apparatus is developed in order
to simplify the solution of extremum problems of
scalar functions of matrix arguments.
Often in solving the problems of mathematical statistics, 	 /3*
the theory of probability, system theory and others it becomes
necessary to calculate the derivatives of fun,-tions that depend
on matrix arguments. If the relation to the arguments is
expressed by a complex function, the calculation of the deri-
vatives by development of the matrix operations in indexes
becomes extremely laborious. In [1] a number of "recipes" are
proposed that heighten the "probability" of obtaining a finite
formula in the matrix expression. One of the authors of the
present work has previously pointed out a general method of
solving the problem without recourse to indexes [2]. The
present work solves this problem in its entirety.
1. The General Relations of Matrix Differentiation
The basis of preserving the matrix form of the operation
of differentiation with respect to a matrix argument is the
*Numbers in the margin indicate pagination in the foreign text.
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special form of notation of the derivatives. Let f(x) be a
scalar function of the matrix argument x; x is a matrix of
size m X n. We shall introduce the following designation:
.	 of	 at	 a f ..
'a X11 'x24 • .. 'Xro,4
^	 of	 9f.
	
X 4.2 ^X	 X	 (1>
-- --	 22	 ^ w^ 2
'a X +	 -
X, It C^X2K • . • (i^M1M
We shall define the operator form of notation for the dif- 	 /4
ferentiation of complex functions as follows. Let y(x) be a
matrix that depends on the matrix x, f(y) be a scalar function
of the matrix argument. By the rule of differentiation of
complex functions we have:
e) J&(^)) _ 'Z 9 f	 9
)(Po e	 ip 9 yep 9 X	 (2)
We shall rewrite relation (2) in the operator form:
91_ 2Y a
tax	 W , gy 	 c^)
where of/8x and of/ay are the matrix forms of notation of the
partial derivatives as defined in definition (1); the expression
in brackets here and in future shall denote an operator which
by definition operates on the matrix to the right (in the pre-
sent case, of/8y). If the complex function has the form f(z),
2
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where z = 0(y), y = y(x), z,y,x being matrices, then analogous
with (2) we have:
a tz- _	 a y^ ^^^^
X e _ ^k 091 XMe t p 12 S/e't o^ C^p	 (4)
or, writing (4) analogous to (3) we ootain in the operator
form:
^x	 sx^ ayl as	 (s)
In the general case, if the complex function has the form:
then the following formula is obviously valid:
Formula (RO) reduces the initial problem to one of operation
by operators:
We primarily observe the obvious relation:
9.xof
ix - jaX ox
The following relations enable a notation of the deriva- 	 /5
tive in matrix form if the argument of function f is obtained
3
(Rl)
4
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from matrices by the operations of complex conjugation, trans-
position, matrix inversion (hereafter we write F(y) = af(y)/8y):
ti
a x - ^ x
	
y- X J	 (R2)
21LX(O ^^) ^F^ya^	 T ^ ^	y,X 	 cR3>
The proofs of relations (R2)-(R4) are done in indexes. As
an example we carry out tho proof of (R4). By definition of an
inverse matrix:
(6)
which is the Kronecker symbol. We differentiate (6) with
respect to xme:
i't
(7)
In the second term of (7) we can sum over j. Then we multiply
(7) by: OC9
p
and sum over all k:
i
X ^ c x^  k
4
Sb.,^°'^a 4_ + f
1
Or 9 XM a X^ CX 	 K	 car	 p
Taking account of (6) and sunning over k in the second term,
we obtain from (8) :
Cx 
1 ^^'= -^X ^im (X'a Xm e
	
.^^'
we shall now prove (R9) in the index form:
CX	 2^tx a<X p = - ex	 X
. ^ aCX	 ^X^e	 c	 cp	 ^' (^>9 X we cp
	 ^jp	 p
Taking note of the form of notajuion (1) , we obtain (R4) in an
obvious manner; from (9) in the matrix form. The proof is com-
plete.
The next two relations, easily proved in indexes, allow us
to reduce the calculation of the derivatives of complex func-
tions to more simple expressions and, together with relations
(RO)-(R4), allow a calculation in matrix form of the derivatives
of any given matrix expressions. Let A(x) and B(x) be
matrices that are functions of the matrix argument x; then:
aX ^ y`^  = ^x ^^ y^>f X^ Fl.^.
a
5
As an example of the use of formulas (RO)-(R6) we shall
calculate the derivative:
We denote: !J _ X T7
,^^.^9x , =yam, =p' * ^=Q^
Step 1. Per (RO) : 
epx I0x •
	
/ 	 aStep 2. Per (R5) :
	 Z ^` ^(Q }	 a^ f't --^f(^ = ^^aG.a 1^x	 Ix
	
X	 .
Step 3. Per (R4) ; 	
_ %%V XL ax	 L^X
where for brevity in writing the further calculations we
denote:
Step 4. Per (R5) : a
= 
y^ 
^- ay^m	 may;,
Step 5. Per (R3) : 
ay	
aX T _	 Tr T /nTX
Step 6. Per (R5)-.
L^X^^'y ax 
may_ 
ax ^t ^
Finally, we get:
_'^" = nr TX r,^i -t ^[ X TJQ _ ^,^ `Qf^Ti X ^ ,^^ FQ^ X ^_
(10)
	
T ^' T 'T T T T T T	 ,
	T X ^'T
6
(11)
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If the reader still has doubts about: the usefulness of
the matrix method of differentiation, it is worthwhile to try
to obtain formula (10) by calculations with indexes.
We shall fill out the list of permissible matrix operations
with the direct product of matrices and derive the corresponding
differentiation formulas. The direct product of A and B in the
notation:
,r9®8
is defined as the block matrix:
,1 0 8 =
.	 1
If matrices A and B are of respective size k X m and r X s,
according to definition (11):
Let A and B be matrices that depend on the matrix x,
f(A&B) be a scalar function of the matrix AQB; by definition:
^y S/^avB
L
L
kti,Bd	 , .	 b	 ;,9
We obtain an analog of formula (R5) for the case of the direct
product:
P.; 	 ye .d
rd X^ ^	 c^'pe ^	 Xn y	 .,.
(12)
VX
ZA
r	 e	 P
Designating in (12):
(8	 - = z 8
P
(14)
By its meaning, the operation © is an operation that is inverse
to the taking of the direct product. The following formula
obtains in designations (13) and (14):
^ J o L4^ 
ZOxVz'
	
f as	
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2. Differentiation of the Trace and the Determinant
The most common functions of a matrix argument are the
type tr(x) and det(x) (defined only for the square matrices x),
8
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which it is worth giving a special consideration. in accordance
with definition (1) :
	 r
X	 /	 (Tl)
where I is the unit matrix. In particular, in formula (10) if
f is the trace, F = I.
Using relations (R4) and (R5) we obtain the formula:
Z^z^X-^	 (T2)
--hx
which is valid for n = Q, il, I.2, ....
Let F(x) be a matrix function of a matrix argument, which
can be represented in the form of the Taylor series:
oQ
A'wVilc
Then, using (T2), we determine the matrix derivative:
as-1=a^
X	 4X jt=v	 /C-0	 (T3)
in particular:
^X	 _ ^ •	 (T4)
To obtain the formulas for the derivatives of a deter-
minant we observe that the determinant can be represented as
the sum of any given row [3]
/9
9
.t±` ►rye r_CR
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d	 k
where:
A^••
is the algebraic complement of the element xij and, consequently,
does not depend on xij . Thus:
X•>f `2-f . 1 •h 1det(x) ; X X	 XKZ'.!2 	 •
	
xofti	 Y."
If det(x)	 0, it is known that a matrix comprised of algebraic
complements is expressed in terms of the inverse matrix [3),
and therefore when det(x) Y` 0:
^x X ^^ ^` lX,^,	 (DI)
We shall compute the derivative of det(x n):
Lei^x" ` . 2^,^,et^x	 ^.-s 	->	 yyr ► -,0x	 9 0^2 lx>^^^^)X.-h^e^wX. (D2)
We derive a formula analogous to (T3) for the case of the
determinant:
10
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PAXd^tlFlX^	
,^X	 20x l^'<X^defar^r
X	 ^x	 /C-o=o
f
=rZ	 114A)
In deriving (D3) we made use of relations (R6) and (D2) and the 	 `10
fact that matrices F(x) and x commute. In particular, 	 f
x = ^ ^ defile ^ o w
e9
^,^° dam[ ^' l ^- (,,r_^Jo akY,, ,r.o 	 (N)
x) ale (e	 r z 41 eo'
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